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It’s the season of giving, with lots of packages 
wrapped in bright paper and adorned with bows 
and ribbon. Gift tags are essential to know which 
packages go to which recipients. Movie taglines 
aren’t as essential, but do add a bit of flair. 

We’ve provided a variety of movie taglines below. 

Fill in the name of the film, then use the colored 
spaces to spell out the final tagline clue. Use the 
decorations on the tree to arrange the letters in 
order (left to right, top to bottom). 

This quest is our final gift to you for 2020. We hope 
you all have a safe and happy holiday season.

Gift Tags

ACROSS

 2. Higher. Further. Faster.
 4. Prepare to fight like there’s no tomorrow.
 6. There are 3.7 trillion fish in the ocean, they’re 

looking for one.
 9. An epic of miniature proportions.
 11. A hero is unleashed 2008.
 14. Nothing can prepare you for the end.
 16. Every generation has a story.
 17. It takes a moment to change history. It takes 

love to change lives.
 20. Welcome to the urban jungle.
 21. Pure enjoyment... with no strings attached.
 22. On the other side of the screen, it all looked 

so easy.
 23. She walked off the street, into his life and 

stole his heart.
 24. Evil has a beginning.
 28. Lost in our world. Found in another.
 30. It’s the story of a man, a woman, and a 

rabbit in a triangle of trouble.
 31. No gut, no glory.

 32. In order to break the code, one man will 
have to break all the rules.

 33. Not every gift is a blessing.

DOWN

 1. The king has returned.
 3. She’s from the leash and license set... he’s 

footloose and collar free!
 5. Heroes don’t get any bigger.
 6. Find your strength. Face your fears.
 7. Choose wisely.
 8. The end is near.
 10. Change your fate.
 12. Every saga has a beginning.
 13. A major emotion picture.
 15. Never tell him the odds.
 18. In space no one can hear you scream.
 19. Experience the tale as old as time.
 25. Two worlds. One hero.
 26. Get ready to rock!
 27. When the game is over, the fun begins.
 29. Heroes aren’t born. They’re built.
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